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YOU WILL NEED 
 

A copy of Nightwatch: Terror and Treasure in the Dark Corners of the World   
A 3’ x 3’ Game Mat - Woodland terrain such as trees, low hills, and rocky outcrops  

Tokens or Terrain to represent Portals and Objectives  
One set of polyhedral dice (two would help) –  

Six Hunter Miniatures (player’s choice of Guilds)  
Three Lost Soldiers/Hireling miniatures (player’s choice of ranged or melee)  

An assortment of 28mm Zombies, Ghouls, and Undead Knights, (a dozen of each will work 
if you reanimate casualties. but can one really have enough undead miniatures?)  

One Evil Mage for the last Boss.    
 

_____________________ 
 

    

BEFORE WE BEGIN 
 

SHADOWS OVER SEZGARD is a three-part mini-campaign designed to 
introduce players to Nightwatch - Terror and Treasure in the Dark Corners of the World.  

You will need that book to play these scenarios.  
 

Players start as Initiate-level Hunters. Burdens and bounties are waived for these 
games.  

Per the standard rules, Mancers and Alchemists may replenish their Grimoires 
and Satchels between missions but all potions, tokens, scrolls, and other supplies 
will be salvaged from the battlefields after each mission. These can be distributed 

among players as they see fit.   
 

Note that each mission includes “special” minions; individual enemy models that 
operate at their designated quality level but have Atrocity traits assigned to them. 

This is to create ‘mini-boss’ opponents with an additional layer of menace and 
personality. If players decide to track bounties, double the standard amount for 
the Quality level of any such lieutenant eliminated. Feel free to adjust this and 

other mission details to suit your personal taste and miniature collection.  
 

Thank you for getting this game and being part of the Nightwatch.  
 

In Tenebris, Venari – “In Darkness, We Hunt.” 
 

Now go kill monsters.   
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INTRODUCTION - SHADOWS OVER SEZGARD 
 

Concerned by reports of unrest in his western territories, the King of Tol Amroth has petitioned the 
Nightwatch for your Pact to accompany a regiment of soldiers to the border province of Sezgard.  
 

An odd request for a civil and political matter, but as dedicated, loyal Initiates of your respective 
Guilds, you and you comrades join the expedition.  
 

It isn’t until midway through the journey that a raven courier arrives with a cipher and you learn the 
true nature of the King’s request; the soldiers are a display of strength to the populace and the royal 
council, but your task is to investigate rumors of sorcery and treason spreading in the land.   
 

Stories of missing villagers, sightings of strange creatures, and the appearance of profane totems and 
signs, and sightings of strange creatures have reached the King’s court. None substantiated but their 
frequency and consistency is ominous. Something bad is happening in the region and the Kind fears a 
revolt is brewing, a rebellion fueled by dark ambition and darker magic.    
 

A week of marching, you finally arrive at the border, but there is no delegation to greet you. In fact, the 
fortified way stations along the highway are empty. Unguarded. More alarming, as you move deeper 
into the province there’s a notable lack of traffic on the road and scores of deserted farms presiding over 
untended fields. There is an eerie stillness over the land.     
 

Another day’s march you reach the old stone bridge on the River Gyor. Night is coming and the 
regimental commander intends to make camp on the far bank, then press on to the provincial capital 
early the next morning.”We will get to the heart of the matter tomorrow,” he assures you. “One way or 
another.”   
 

With that, he orders the regiment to begin crossing the bridge. Just when its numbers are divided 
between both banks of the swift, dark waters, an eerie wail rises from the surrounding hills. Looking 
up, you and your fellow Hunters spy several robed forms silhouetted black against the molten red 
skyline. Their arms are raised and they are chanting in a guttural, vile tongue. An ill wind blows and 
the air is taut with foul magic. The soldiers near you vomit. Several fall to their knees, weeping blood 
from their eyes.  
 

Steeled against such attacks, you ready your weapons. Moments later, masses of figures rise from the 
folds and shadows on the hillsides and began to descend; hordes of shambling, broken forms - men and 
women, even children, all groaning, reaching, shrouded in the stench of decay and mindless hunger.  
 

Now you know what happened to the peasants and farmers whose fields you passed.    
 
*** 
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ACT ONE: AMBUSH AT THE RIVER GYOR 
 

Surprised, outnumbered ten to one, it’s bad enough the regiment is stretched out in a low, narrow vale and hemmed in 
by steep hills on both sides, it’s also divided by a river spanned only by a single, stone bridge. It only takes a moment 
to realize the ambush has succeeded and the tide of battle is against you.  
 

The commander, so confident earlier, has sounded the retreat. An empty gesture. Any organized withdrawal is 
impossible now.  It’s only a matter of time before you’re overwhelmed. 
 

One of his last acts is to order dispatch riders to break free and ride to the capitol with news of the attack. Someone 
must bring the king the bleak warning that the kingdom is threatened by the dark arts of necromancy.  
 

He rides up and asks that you hold this side of the bridge as long as possible to buy time for the riders. “Fight as 
long as you can. Live if possible. Die well if you must. It’s been an honor.”  
 

With that, he lets out a war cry, wheels his horse and plunges into the nearest mob of undead.  
____ 
 
 

MISSION SET UP:  
Three by three game mat. Rural area. Road or 
clear path running from the lower left to the 
upper right corners. Place a bridge at lower 
left. This road divides a scattering of small 
houses, low walls, and stands of trees that are 
clumped in the center.  
 

Place four Darkness Portals on the perimeter 
edges of the game area, one on the west side, 
two on the north, one on the east. There 
should not be one on the southern edge 
where the bridge is located.  
 

The Party starts anywhere within six inches of 
the bridge.  
 

MISSION TYPE: DEFEND 
 

RECOMMENDED PACT:  
Six Hunters at Initiate Level.  
Plus two, D6 level Ambushed Soldiers. Count 
as Hirelings – 1 Ranged, 1 Melee.  
 

 
 
 
 

OBJECTIVE:  
Hold out for six turns. All surviving 
characters retreat automatically at the end of 
the Turn Six Darkness/Minion Phase.   
 

MINIONS: 
Zombie Mobs: Free Move + 1 D6 Action 
Zombie Hounds: Free Move +1 D6 Action 
Zombie Brute: Free Move + 2 D8 Actions 
Ghouls: Free Move + 2 D8 Actions  
+ Special (Ferocious)  
Ghoul Leader: Free Move + 2 D8 Actions  
+ Specials (Ferocious, Armored: +1 to 1D6)  
 

MINION DEPLOYMENT:  
Turns 1-4: Recycle Zombie Mobs and 
Hounds  
Turn 5 – 6: Add Ghasts and Ghast Leader 
 

POST GAME:  
Roll D3+1 Common Potions or Scrolls  
D3 +1 Tokens.  
Roll D10 for Artifact.  
Distribute as desired among Pact members.  
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MISSION ONE. GAME LAYOUT EXAMPLE 
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ACT TWO: HUNTED IN THE HILLS  
 

You kept them from the bridge as long as you could, and then some.  
 

You slew until your strength was gone and only training and iron discipline kept you on your feet. Kept you alive.  
 

Spell and blade cut swathes through the horde of ravenous undead that groaned for your flesh. Grenade and bolt 
rained down on the gaunt, cunning ghouls that clamored for your blood. You and your comrades you piled the 
revenants in putrid mounds, gave them a second death. But the mad babble of the robed figures on the hilltops 
continued and another tide of corruption clawed and crawled, stumbled and surged toward you, relentless and 
implacable.      
 

There was a brief pause in the fighting as three riders managed to break free of the ambush site.  Your Mancers took 
that opportunity to unleash the last of their offensive spells and cut a path through the mob surrounding you. As one, 
you charged the gap and escaped into the hills on the far side of the river.  
 

Your party disappeared into the tree line as the sun set. A pause for breath and you heard the dying screams of the 
soldiers behind you and voice of the profane choir rising in a night that falls without stars, without a moon.   
_____ 
  
MISSION SET UP:  
Three by three game mat of a wooded 
wilderness with an even distribution of low 
hills and trees. Add small rocky outcrops and 
minor scatter terrain.  
 

Set up two corrupted obelisks or totems in the 
south-east and north-west quadrants.  
 

Place four Darkness Portals on the perimeter 
of the game area, one roughly in the center of 
each side. North, South, East, and West.   
 

MISSION TYPE: ESCORT/TRANSIT 
 

RECOMMENDED PACT:  
Party Survivors + 1D3 Hirelings (D6 level) 
 
MISSION OBJECTIVE:  
Transit area from the SW corner to the NE 
corner and destroy both corrupted totems 
prior to exiting mission area within 8 Turns.      

MINIONS 
Skeleton Warriors:  
Free Move + 2 D8 Actions 
Skeleton Archers:  
Free Move + 2 D8 Actions 
Skeleton Commanders:  
Free Move + 2 D8 Actions + Special 
(Enhanced Attack – Melee) 
  
Recycle Skeleton Casualties for 8 Turns.  
Add one Skeleton Commander to each wave 
of Minions beginning Turn 4.   
 
POST GAME:  
Roll D3+1 Common Potions or Scrolls  
D3 +1 Tokens.  
Roll D10 for Artifact.  
Distribute as desired among Pact members.  
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MISSION TWO. GAME LAYOUT EXAMPLE 
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ACT THREE: A SERPENT’S HEAD 
 

You survived the night. Even better, you struck back.  
 

You sensed the power of the dark magic wane when you destroyed those totems, but you didn’t know exactly how. 
Weary but determined, your small party pressed on, further from the river Gyor, deeper into the province of Sezgard. 
Mid-morning, your Trackers caught sight of an enemy encampment: a large tent in an isolated clearing.  
 

The clearing showed signs of recent activity, heavy traffic, but save a light guard of armored figures, all was quiet at 
that moment. A pale banner hung to one side, tatters of corpse-winding crowned with a grinning skull and marked 
by the glyph of a red hand. In the dirt surrounding the pole is a circle of severed heads, the faces frozen in looks of 
unending horror.  
    

You spied movement at the mouth of the tent – one of the mysterious robed figures sod, giving orders to the sentries. .  
 

You don’t know if the dispatch riders survived the night to deliver their grim warning to the capital. You’re not sure 
if this opportunity is the result of your work last night, or if some unknown god is honoring the lives of the soldiers 
slaughtered yesterday. All you understand is this is a chance to strike again - an opportunity to cut the head off the 
serpent infesting these lands. One of them, at least.  
______ 
 
MISSION SET UP 
Three by three game mat. Lightly wooded 
wilderness with a large tent/encampment in 
the center. Distribute stands of trees evenly 
throughout the area.  
 

Place four Darkness Portals on the perimeter 
of the game area, one roughly in the center of 
each side. North, South, East, and West.   
 

They must be more than 12” from the central 
tent/middle of the encampment. 
 

Place six, D8 Minions in sentry positions 
around the perimeter of the encampment.     
 

MISSION TYPE: DESTROY  
 

RECOMMENDED PACT:  
Party Survivors + 1D3 Hirelings. (D8 Level) 
 
MISSION OBJECTIVE:  
Kill the Necromancer by Turn 6.  
 

 
 

MINIONS 
Skeleton Warriors/Archers:  
Free Move + 2 D8 Actions. (starting six 
Guards)  
Hell Knights: Free Move + 3 D10 Actions  
+ Special (Armored at Roll 2 D6, choose 
better)  
Necromancer: Free Move + 3 D10 Actions  
+ Specials (Two Wounds, Staff Melee 
Weapon, Arcane Power Mage Bolt, and 
Armored: 2D6 choose better.)  
 

Necromancer starts game in tent  
Recycle D8 Skeletons.  
Add D10 Hell Knights Turn 3.  

 
POST GAME:  
Roll D3+1 Common Potions or Scrolls  
D3 +1 Tokens.  
Roll D10 for Artifact.  
Distribute as desired among Pact members.  
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MISSION THREE. GAME LAYOUT EXAMPLE 
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CLOSE: FRONT PORCH OF HELL  
 

The corpse chanter fell, cursing your souls.  
 

You and your comrades cut down the last of the revenant guards and toppled the talon banner. You felt the jagged 
edge in Necromancer’s words as you charged the tent, sensed cold poison in your bones, but their power dissipated as 
soon as his head separated from his body.   
 

Funny how that happens.    
 

The yellowed eyes roved confused, looking up from the grass. The mouth twitched. The Blade whose sword did the 
severing kicked it into the campfire. “There you go,” she spit. “Front porch of Hell.” She knelt and wiped the steel 
clean on his robe.  
 

The Alchemist was treating the wounded, a soldier from the bridge ambush you’d found wandering in the forest. He 
finished tightening the bandage and looked up. “Now that’s over, we got anything resembling a plan?”  
 

“The way I see it, we’ve got a choice,” you replied. “Go back across the river and warn the Guilds. The King. Or 
press on. Find out who’s behind all this.”  
 

You point to the head, flames licking at its cowl and greasy hair. “Or maybe fortune keeps smiling on us and we 
hunt down whatever ugliness is going on here. Cut out its maggot-ridden heart.”  
 

There was a snort of laughter. You turned to see the Tracker’s smirk.  “Regular warrior-poet, ain’t you?”   
 

Before you could answer, he raised a gloved hand. “If we’re taking a vote, then I’m all for killing more of these things. 
We can scrounge up whatever gear we need as we go and I’m sure there are more soldiers hiding in these hills, hungry 
for a chance at revenge.”   
 

You nodded then looked at the other Pact members in turn. “Alright then. What’s it going to be?”   
 

TO BE CONTINUED… 
___________________ 
 
Thanks for taking a look at Shadows over Sezgard. I hope it kickstarts a good, old-fashioned 
monster hunt. Or at least gives you a fun afternoon of tabletop adventures. Feel free to tweak 
whatever you need to suit your group and mini collection.  
 

If you want to share a Battle Report or have questions, you’re welcome to stop by the Stalker7 
website or the Facebook Group. That’s all for now. I’d love to hear how your hunters fared.  
 
Take Care, Game Hard, and Good Hunting.  
 

- Patrick T.  


